Hanging off a Bar

Abstract
Exertion Games involve physical effort and as a result can facilitate physical health benefits. We present Hanging off a Bar, an action hero-inspired Exertion Game in which players hang off an exercise bar over a virtual river for as long as possible. Initial observations from three events with audiences ranging from the general public to expert game designers suggest that Hanging off a Bar can be engaging for players and facilitate intense exertion within seconds. Furthermore, we collected suggestions for what game elements players believe could entice them to increase their physical effort investment. These suggestions, combined with Hanging off a Bar as research vehicle due to the easy measurement of exertion through hanging time, enable future explorations into the relationship between digital game elements and physical exertion, guiding designers on how to support exertion in digital games.
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Introduction

Exertion Games are digital games where the outcome of the game is significantly informed by physical effort [4]. The most prominent exertion game systems today are consoles such as Microsoft’s Xbox Kinect, Nintendo’s Wii and Sony’s Playstation Move. Although they are believed to provide physical health benefits [3], they have been criticized for promoting only limited physical effort investment, especially when compared to existing sports activities [2]. One reason for this could be that the sensors involved mainly aim to capture flailing of body limbs as generic input, rather than focusing on specific exertion actions. In contrast to this, we present Hanging off a Bar, an exertion game that aims to facilitate intense exertion.

Hanging off a Bar

Hanging off a Bar emerged from our teachings on Exertion Games [5]. One of its aims is to challenge our understanding that Exertion Games necessarily require bodily movements: Hanging off a Bar is aimed to be intensely exhausting, yet users do not move much. The game plays with an action hero theme, inspired by narratives where the protagonist hangs onto something over a river or similar, demonstrating that hanging with pure handgrip strength can be very tiring and is not as easy as most movies make it appear.

In Hanging off a Bar, the player grabs onto an iron bar and begins hanging freely. A pressure mat underneath the bar interprets the hanging to start the game and a counter projected onto the floor displays the time hung (Fig. 1). The projection also includes a digital river, motivating the player to keep on hanging. After 10 seconds, a virtual raft floats down the river. Once the raft arrives under the feet of the player, the player can

Figure 1. Hanging off a Bar.
let go of the bar and jump “onto” the raft, allowing some recovery time for the arms and hands. However, the raft continues to float down the river, and so the player must grab the bar again. Over time the rafts get shorter and the gap between each raft longer. The goal is to hang on for as long as possible.

Most closely related to our work are the yoga-inspired instruction sets that use the Nintendo Wii Balance Board [6] as they also focus on particular body poses that facilitate exertion. However, our approach is a game rather than an instructor-based system. In consequence, we see this as an opportunity to use Hanging off a Bar as a research vehicle to explore the relationship between digital game elements and exertion. We present preliminary observations from the general public and expert game designers playing the game as well as report their suggestions on which digital game elements they believe could entice them to invest increased physical effort in order to fuel such explorations.

Observations of playing Hanging off a Bar
We report on initial observations from three separate events where we exhibited Hanging off a Bar. The first event coincided with an art gallery’s open reception, attracting people interested in interactive art. Our second event was in our lab, where we hosted the International Game Developers Association’s local chapter meet, which attracted over 100 expert game designers. Our third event was in a public shopping mall, where the game was accessible to the general public as part of a digital festival. Preliminary feedback from these events suggests that players found the experience engaging despite the physical effort involved, as participants were eager to play.

Participants learned quickly from watching others play the game, suggesting that Hanging off a Bar was easy to engage with. The game was also sufficiently challenging as intended: although fit players such as rock-climbers achieved scores of over 2 minutes, typical hanging times were under a minute, while some finished in less than ten seconds.

Suggestions to entice exertion
Hanging off a Bar allows the easy measurement of participants’ effort investment through the logging of hanging times. Furthermore, the specific software implementation allows for the easy modification of the digital game elements. These features make Hanging off a Bar a convenient research vehicle for planned future work where we aim to explore the relationship between game elements and exertion. In order to fuel this exploration, we now present suggestions players had in terms of which game elements they thought could entice them to increase their physical effort investment.

Better graphics
A number of the game designers saw opportunities to improve the graphics towards photorealism, proposing that increased visual fidelity could facilitate increased physical effort investment.

Facilitating fearful emotions
Hanging off a Bar plays with the idea of dropping into a river, fostering fearful emotions. It was suggested that we play with these emotions through additional game elements, such as virtual crocodiles or fire, in order to entice more effort investment.
**Hanging together**
Although Hanging off a Bar currently supports only one player at a time, we often saw bystanders cheering a player on, turning it into a social experience. Software modifications could also allow bystanders to trigger the appearance of rafts upon seeing players getting tired. Hanging socially might encourage increased effort, in line with social facilitation theory that suggests that the presence of others can influence performance [7].

**Virtual audience**
Another avenue to socially extend the game could be to include a virtual audience. Further investigation could examine if a player’s exertion changed depending on if the audience is controlled by software or by humans. For example, the virtual audience could be controlled by the player’s friends who submit cheers through a website, similar to the Facebook chants enabled in the Nike+ jogging app [1].

**Conclusion**
We have presented Hanging off a Bar, an Exertion Game that leverages intense physical effort over a very short time. Initial observations with a wide range of users suggest that the game can be engaging. The simple exertion activity of hanging allows using Hanging off a Bar as a convenient research vehicle to explore the relationship between exertion and game elements. To inform this exploration, we have asked players what they think would entice them to invest increased physical effort, and the themes of **better graphics, facilitating fearful emotions, hanging together and virtual audience** emerged. Future work will show if and by how much these elements can increase player exertion. Eventually, Hanging off a Bar will help to develop strategies for the design of future exertion games, ultimately resulting in better exertion games, helping players to profit from the many benefits of exertion.
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